ABSTRACT This paper studies the tracking control problem for nonlinear system with largely jumping parameters. To deal with the large uncertainties of system parameters, an RBF networks-based weighted multi-model adaptive control (WMMAC) strategy is designed, in which the model set can be constructed to cover and approximate the variation range of the plant parameters. Correspondingly, the RBF network controller set generates the appropriate global control signals when parameters jumping, and better transient performance is obtained. Different from existing neural network learning methods, two novel learning rules based on the difference value between the current value of an objective function and its optimal value for the RBF networks are developed to achieve a fast convergence rate. The stability of the overall closed-loop system is validated by the virtual equivalent system (VES) theory, and favorable performance of the proposed control strategy is demonstrated by the numerical simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that multi-model adaptive control strategy, as a method of divide and conquer, aims to deal with the control performance issues for the nonlinear systems with large parameter uncertainties. The multi-model idea was originally proposed by D. T. Magill in the 1960s and applied to the state estimation of stochastic systems with uncertain parameters [1] . Then, D. G. Lainiotis and Athans developed multiple model adaptive control (MMAC) in the 1970s [2] - [4] , which had attracted many attentions from scholars.
With the development of nonlinear control, neural network attempts to mimic the information processing of the human brain through a widely interconnected structure and an effective learning mechanism, which is an important method to control nonlinear systems [5] . The radial basis function (RBF) neural network has shown superior self-learning ability and fast learning rate, which is suitable for realtime dynamic control [6] - [8] . Furthermore, a wave of deep
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jianyong Yao. learning is set off in many practical applications lately [9] , [10] . In the control field, neural networks have been widely used to approximate the unknown dynamics of nonlinear systems [11] , [12] , which is mainly in the following ways: (1) as the plant model in the model-based control system; (2) as an iterative learning controller in the adaptive control [13] , [14] ; and (3) combine with other control methods, such as expert fuzzy control [15] , fault-tolerant control [16] , et al. to form new intelligent controllers. Neural network control has been applied to robotic [17] , servo mechanisms [18] , [19] . And in order to improve the approximation ability, the multilayer neural networks are developed for hydraulic system [20] . In [21] , some investigations focusing on deep learning in control field have been given, which includes control target identification, system parameter identification, and control strategy calculation, et al.
As the plant system with uncertain parameters becomes more and more complex, some scholars combine multi-model idea with neural networks to improve the control performance [22] , [23] . Subsequently, this method is gradually developed in [24] - [26] . Lately, the multi-model adaptive control systems based on different neural network structures are presented [27] , [28] , in which neural networks are used to identify the unknown dynamic of the system. However, to the best of our knowledge, tracking control for complex nonlinear system with jumping parameters have not well investigated in the literature. The main difficulties are that (1) the conventional adaptive control makes the transient performance of the plant system poor when parameters jumping; and (2) the existing learning rules, such as the gradient descent method, et al. make the neural network factors converge slowly for the adaptive control system, which cannot meet the performance requirements for the systems with largely jumping parameters.
To deal with these issues above, a WMMAC strategy is developed for the nonlinear system with largely jumping parameters. Meanwhile, two novel neural network learning rules are developed to improve the learning rate and fast adaptability. Compared with existing methods, the RBF networks are directly used as local controllers in WMMAC strategy by virtue of their strong self-learning ability, which simplifies the complicated mathematical calculation in the controller design process to some extent. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
(1) A WMMAC method based on multiple RBF networks is developed for nonlinear system with largely jumping parameters, which can effectively improve transient performance of the plant system; (2) Two novel learning rules are studied to achieve a faster convergence rate than conventional neural network, which can improve the adaptability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the nonlinear system with jumping parameters. The WMMAC strategy based on multiple RBF networks with novel learning rules is presented in Section III. Section IV gives the stability proof of the overall closed-loop system. The simulations are carried out for the proposed control strategy in Section V. The conclusions and future works are drawn in Section VI.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANT SYSTEM
Consider the following nonlinear discrete-time system with largely jumping parameters
where u(k −1) and y(k −1) are the input and output sequences of the system respectively, ε(k) is a largely uncertain parameter. A class of jumping parameter is studied in this paper, which can be described as piecewise function
where ε χ is a constant for time sequences from k χ−1 to k χ , χ = 1, 2, . . . , N . All the constants are not completely equal and even quite different from each other, which causes the large parameter uncertainties of the discrete system. 
Remark 1:
It is well known that the adaptive ability or robustness of conventional controllers is within a certain range. When the system parameters change beyond the control range, the control performance will deteriorate. This situation is known as large parameter uncertainties.
III. RBF NETWORKS BASED WMMAC SYSTEM
In this section, to achieve the tracking control objective with good transient performance for the nonlinear system when parameters jumping, a novel RBF networks based WMMAC is designed. Firstly, the large uncertainties of system parameters are approximately divided into several parts with constant parameters to form a model set. Secondly, corresponding fixed local RBF network controllers are designed to make the local closed-loop systems stable respectively. Meanwhile, two novel learning rules are developed to accelerate the learning rate of neural network factors. Then, one RBF network adaptive controller that can be reassigned initial values is designed to control the real plant all the time. When the uncertain parameters jump, some excellent values of RBF network factors are assigned to the RBF network adaptive controller as its initial values, such that the adaptive ability can be improved. The good factor values are obtained by fusing the multiple fixed local RBF network controllers by the weighting algorithm [29] , [30] . Next, RBF network adaptive controller generate appropriate signals online through the learning of network factors. Thus, transient performance can be guaranteed.
Remark 2: In practice, the accurate jumping parameter values are unknown, and only the model closest to the real system exists in the model set. Therefore, the multi-model control based on the weighting algorithm is more reasonable than the direct switching method in this study.
Remark 3: The Gaussian function of a RBF network is non-zero in the finite range of the input space. Compared with BP and other networks, it has a fast learning rate, which is suitable for the real-time requirements of neural network adaptive control [7] .
In order to illustrate the control strategy conveniently, a concise block diagram of the proposed control system is shown in Figure 1 . where y m (k) is the output of the reference model, e c (k) is the system output tracking error,
are the output vectors of the local models and fixed local controllers, W o (k) is the network factor values after fusion.
A. MODEL SET AND RBF NETWORK CONTROLLERS
Based on the system operation data, several local models can be established by clustering method [31] to form the model set = M χ |χ = 1, 2, . . . , N , where M χ is the χth local model. Besides, the Vinnicombe distance termed as ν-gap metric [32] is presented to calculate the distance among models. In fact, the purpose of model set is to effectively cover and approximate the plant system.
Remark 4:
The constructing process of model set is omitted, because it is not the focus in this study. For conciseness, it includes a finite number of fixed parameter models.
Based on the model set, multiple local RBF network controllers can be designed well for the local models. Correspondingly, the controller set is C = C χ |χ = 1, 2, · · · , N , where C χ is the χth fixed local RBF network controller. In order to reduce the dynamic performance impacts on the plant system caused by the local controllers, we design a RBF network adaptive controller that can be reassigned initial values to control the plant all the time. When the plant parameters jump, the good factor values are reasonably assigned to the RBF network adaptive controller as its initial values. The good factor values are obtained by fusing the fixed local RBF network controllers. Thus, it can quickly converge to the ideal values.
Then, a same design method is adopted for the local RBF network controllers. The structure of resulting local system is shown in Figure 2 [7] .
where e cχ (k) is the tracking error for the local control system, χ = 1, 2, . . . , N .
For the local control system, the control objective requires that the output of the local model y M χ (k) can stably track the output of the reference model y m (k). Then the tracking error is
The control objective function is
The local control law is the output of the RBF network, that is
where W χ = w 1 · · · w m T is the connection weight vector, and H χ = h 1 · · · h m T is the radial basis vector, m is the number of hidden layer neurons in RBF network, w j is the connection weight between the jth hidden layer neuron and the output layer of the network, h j is the output of the jth hidden layer neuron.
where
T is the input vector, b j is the basis width factor of the jth node and b j > 0, C χj is the center vector of the jth node for the χth local RBF network con-
The learning rules of RBF network factors are designed as follows.
Based on the gradient descent method and chain rule [7] , the b j and c ji can be obtained.
where η is the learning rate, α is the momentum factor,
The learning process can be consider as an optimization problem to minimize the objective function. For the conventional optimization problem, the optimal value of control objective function is not known. Thus, the equations that partial derivatives equal to zero are solved to learn the optimal value. The gradient descent method is based on this idea, which may result in the low learning rate, because W χ (k) in each step is calculated based on gradient. Fortunately, the neural network has specific training objective, that is the optimal value of E M χ (k) is zero in the ideal case. Therefore, the goal of the learning rule is to make it be zero.
The neural network adjusts its connection weights to make E M χ (k) reach the optimal value from the current value as soon as possible. To learning W χ (k) in each step, novel learning rules based on the difference value between current value of VOLUME 7, 2019 E M χ (k) and its optimal value for general neural networks are developed as follows.
When E M χ (k) < σ , where σ is a threshold value, the learning rules are designed based on gradient descent method, that is
When E M χ (k) ≥ σ , two novel learning methods are developed.
Learning rule 1: In order to make E M χ (k) reach the optimal value from the current value, the proportional-derivative (PD) idea is introduced to learn w j (k), that is (12) where K P and K D are proportional and derivative coefficients.
Learning rule 2: A correlation between w j (k) and objective function value E M χ (k) is established as follow
where K 1 and K 2 are adjustable coefficients,
Then, the connection weight can be obtained,
Remark 5: Only the ideal situation without disturbance is considered in this paper. Due to the influence of noise, the setting of the optimal value needs to be considered according to the actual situation in the application. Besides, the learning rules are not based on any restrictions and specifications of RBF networks, it is suitable for general neural networks. Remark 6: Both learning rules attempt to directly adjust the objective function to its optimal value based on the real-time difference value, instead of calculating partial derivatives in the traditional methods. Learning rule 1 introduces PD idea (not the PD control algorithm) to learning neural network connection weight, while learning rule 2 learns it by establishing the correlation between neural network connection weight and objective function value.
B. PERFORMANCE INDEX AND WEIGHTING ALGORITHM
As shown in Figure 1 , the performance index and a simple weighting algorithm can be designed based on the output errors e M χ (k) between local models and the plant [30] .
Considering the combination of historical and current output errors, the following performance index is proposed.
where ζ is a small positive value to prevent that the error performance index is equal to zero, when it is as the denominator; β and γ indicate the influences of the present and historical moments on the performance index, β > 0, γ > 0; 0 < θ ≤ 1 is forgetting factor; L is the time length of influence; χ = 1, 2, · · · , N . Then, the weights for local controllers can be obtained.
where l χ (k) is the iterative process variable for weighting algorithm, g χ (k) = l min (k) l χ (k), ceil( * ) is the ceiling function that generates the smallest integer not less than the value ( * ), and p χ (k) is the weight value of the χth local controller. Remark 7: All the limit operations in this paper are in the sense of probability one. Thus, there is a weighting calculation situation should be stated, that is when the weight of a local model is 1, the others are zero. Then, the unselected models cannot be recalculated. Therefore, a threshold value should be designed to prevent weights from being zero in the application.
Remark 8: The time complexity is O(N · m 2 · n), which means that the time complexity is related to the number of local models, hidden and input layer neurons of RBF network.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS
Based on weighting algorithm convergence and VES theory [29] , this section shows the stability analysis of the RBF networks based WMMAC system of parameter jump plant.
Primarily, it should be explained that the stability of control system means the boundedness of its input-output signals and the convergence of its performance index to that of the local control systems [29] .
Lemma 1 [30] : If a weighted multiple model adaptive control system has the following properties:
(1) There is a model, say M z ∈ , which is closest to the true plant in the following sense with probability 1
Each local controller is well defined such that C χ is stabilizing M χ , and the resulting closed-loop system C χ , M χ is tracking the reference signal y m (k);
(3) The model closest to the true plant, that is M z , its output approximates the true plant output in the sense that
Then it is stable and convergent. Theorem 1: Regarding the RBF networks based WMMAC system of parameter jump plant in Figure 1 , it is boundedinput bounded-output stable if the following properties are satisfied:
(1) Variation range of plant parameters can be covered and approximated by model set , and the approximation error is bounded; (2) Each local RBF network controller is well defined, such that the neural network is convergent in finite time; (3) Among any jumping time sequence, there is a model M z ∈ closest to the current plant in the following sense with probability one
where d is the system delay, S z is a constant, S χ is a positive constant or infinity, and S z < S χ , χ = z, T l , l = 0, 1, 2, · · · is parameter jumping time sequence.
Proof: Considering the complexity of Lyapunov function and its derivative for the stability analysis of WMMAC system, Lyapunov method is not used in this paper. The VES theory is adopted, which is relatively simple. The proof is as follows.
Firstly, the convergence of the weighting algorithm is ensured easily. According to property (3) in Theorem 1, we obtain
Then,
where χ = z. (16) (17), p z (k) tends to 1 and p χ (k), χ = 1, · · · , N , χ = z tend to 0.
Secondly, according to the learning rules, one is inspired by PD idea, and the other one is bounded,
Based on the gradient descent methods, chain rule, and the Equation (20), the convergence of the RBF network is guaranteed.
In fact, the structures of the RBF network adaptive controller and fixed local RBF network controllers are designed in the same method. The RBF networks based WMMAC strategy and the weighted multi-model adaptive control strategy [30] are equivalent in the sense of input and output. Then, the VES of the control system is given in Figure 3 .
where e (k) and u (k) are the equivalent output and control errors. For the RBF network adaptive controller, the influence of other fixed local controllers on system performance is included in u (k). According to the property (2) in Theorem 1 and the Lemma 1, the stability can be obtained for one time period as shown in Equation (2) .
Finally, parameters jump cannot be infinitely fast in reality, which is regarded as slow switching among constants. Based on the switching system theory [33] , the RBF networks based WMMAC system of parameter jump plant is globally stable.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, two examples are studied to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed RBF networks based WMMAC strategy.
A. EXAMPLE 1
In order to analyze the advantages of the proposed algorithm concisely, a traditional nonlinear discrete-time plant [7] is considered,
2 ) (21) where ε(k) is a time-varying parameter,
and the sampling time is t s = 1ms. For simplicity, it's known that there are two local models to cover the parameter variations, whose parameters have been obtained as ε(k) = 0 in model 1 and ε(k) = 3 in model 2. Then, the corresponding RBF network controllers set can be designed. Thus, the RBF networks based WMMAC system shown in Figure 1 is obtained.
, the RBF network controller is designed as shown in Figure 2 . Reference model is y m (k) = 1 for R ≤ k ≤ R + 500 and y m (k) = −1 for R + 500 ≤ k ≤ R + 1000, R = 0, 1000; the driving signal is r(k) = 0.50 sin(2π k · t s ). Then, r(k), e c1 (k) and y M 1 (k) are selected as the inputs of the RBF network with 3-6-1 structure. Based on the learning rule 1 as shown in Equation (11), we can obtained the values of neural network factors η = 0.35, α = 0.05, K P = 0.4 and K D = 0.001 by simulation debugging.
The simulation results, including the local model output y M 1 (k) following reference signal y m (k), the tracking error and the control signal u M 1 (k) are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 4 , the system takes about 15 steps to track reference signal, which illustrates the control system can realize target tracking. In order to demonstrate the improvement of learning rate, the simulation results using gradient descent method are given in Figure 5 . It shows that the system takes about 30 steps to track the output of the reference model. Comparing the output curves of Figure 4 and 5, the increase of learning rate is obvious, which strongly illustrates the effectiveness of the learning rule 1.
Remark 9: The gradient descent method is widely used in machine learning, but its learning rate is slow for realtime adaptive control system. Then, we design the new learning rules to improve it. Thus, the performance comparison between them is reasonable.
The control signal of the local RBF network control system based on learning rule 1 is shown in Figure 6 .
On the other side, consider the same local model 1 based on the learning rule 2 in Equation (12) (13), the control system simulation can be obtained. By simulation debugging, the values of neural network factors are η = 0.35, α = 0.05, K 1 = 0.085 and K 2 = 0.1. The simulation results including the closed-loop output y M 1 (k) tracking reference signal y m (k) and the control signal u M 1 (k) are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 .
According to the Figure 7 , the system takes about 20 steps to track the output of the reference model. Comparing the output curves of Figure 7 and 5, we can clearly see the increase of learning rate, which illustrates the effectiveness of the learning rule 2.
Remark 10: Two new learning rules are both to improve the learning rate of RBF network in different methods. Since they have the problem of coefficient selection, which is explored by numerical simulations, we cannot ensure the best performance is obtained in theory. Thus, their performances are not compared in this study.
2) PART 2: RBF NETWORKS BASED WMMAC SYSTEM
Consider the nonlinear discrete-time plant in Equation (21) (22), the multi-model adaptive controller can be developed based on weighting algorithm as shown in Section III and the simulation in Part 1. The RBF network adaptive controller that can be reassigned initial values is designed by the same method, whose reference model is y m (k) = 0.6y m (k − 1) + r(k), where the driving signal is r(k) = 0.50 sin(2π k · t s ).
The simulation results are presented as follows. As shown in Figure 9 , the system output can closely track the reference output without frequent vibration, even when the plant parameter jumps at k = 1250, whose output errors are relatively small. In addition, to illustrate the improvement of control performance, the output of plant controlled by conventional single RBF network controller is shown in Figure 10 . It is obvious that the control performance of the RBF networks based WMMAC strategy is better, especially when the plant parameters change largely at k = 1250. The transient performance is improved. Besides, the weights of multiple local RBF network controllers are shown in Figure 11 , whose convergence process takes about 80 steps when the plant parameter jumps. The Figure 12 shows the global control signal for the real plant system.
B. EXAMPLE 2
In this subsection, a single-link rotary flexible arm with jumping parameter is studied, as shown in Figure 13 . This plant is used for the study of angle control and vibration suppression. Based on the real rotary flexible link system, the dynamic model can be built as follow [34] 
where ρ = 0.2 kg · m −1 , is the uniform mass per unit length; w(x, t) is the arc approximation at point x of the link; τ (t) is the control torque of joint motor; F(t) is the tip control input; d(t) = 0.1 · randn(1) is the disturbances; I h = 0.1 kg · m 2 , is the joint motor inertia; m = 0.1 kg, is the tip payload mass; θ (t) is the joint angle; L = 1m, is the link length; EI (t) jumping from 3 to 0.5 N · m 2 at 7th s, is the link flexural rigidity; ( * ) = ∂( * ) ∂t, ( * ) = ∂( * ) ∂x.
To carry out the simulation, the dynamic model is discretized, the steps of time and link space are t = 0.5ms, x = 0.01m. The reference angle is that θ d = 0.5rad, 0 ≤ t < 3.5 and 7 ≤ t < 10, θ d = 0rad, 3.5 ≤ t < 7.
To verify the method proposed in this paper, two local models are built based on the jumping parameter EI (t), that is EI 1 (t) = 3 of model 1 and EI 2 (t) = 0.5 of model 2. As the angle control is simple relatively, the τ (t) can be design as PD controller, k p = 50 and k d = 30. The F(t) designed by RBF networks based WMMAC is to suppress the vibration. Learning rule 1 is adopted, whose factors are the same as the values in Part 1, and RBF network owns 3 inputs and 62 hidden layer neurons. Figures 14 to 16 show the angle control and vibration suppression results by using the RBF networks based WMMAC. The flexible deformation of the link with a single conventional RBF network controller is shown in Figure 17 . The angle position and the reference angle are shown in Figure 14 , which shows that the output tracking performance is satisfactory. Weights for two local controllers are shown in Figure 16 . From the comparison between Figure 15 and 17, it can be seen that the proposed method in this paper receives better vibration suppression effect, especially after the system parameter jumps at 7th s.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper is concerned with the tracking control problem of nonlinear systems subjected to the large parameter uncertainties. By combining WMMAC and RBF network adaptive control based on novel learning rules, the control system can receive better transient performance. The simulation results illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method. The mainly advantages of the proposed method are that (1) the RBF networks based WMMAC can improve the transient performance when parameters jumping; (2) the novel neural network learning rules can improve the learning rate.
The future works focus on dynamic optimization of model set, the improvements of neural network approximation ability and learning rules, time complexity problem of neural networks, and the application of real control system. His research interests include two-dimensional stochastic control and its applications in machine vision, smart grids and V2G, and embedded systems and its applications in industrial fields. VOLUME 7, 2019 
